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This  paper  examines  the characteristics  of  the  collaborations  between  inventors  in the  United  King-
dom  (UK)  by looking  at what  types  of  proximities  –  geographic,  organisational,  cognitive,  social,  and
cultural–ethnic  –  between  inventors  are  prevalent  in  partnerships  that ultimately  lead to technological
progress.  Using  a new  panel  of UK  inventors  this  paper  provides  an  analysis  of associations  between
these  ‘proximities’  and  co-patenting.  The  results  show  that  while  collaboration  within  ﬁrms,  research
centres  and universities  remains  crucial,  external  networks  of  inventors  are  key  feature  of innovation
teams.  The  analysis  shows  that  external  networks  are  highly  dependent  on previous  social  connections,
but  are  generally  unconstrained  by cultural  or cognitive  factors.  Geographical  proximity  is  also  weakly
linked  with  external  networks.  Our  results  suggest  that  innovation  policies  should,  rather  than  focus  on
spatial  clustering,  facilitate  the  formation  of  open  and  diverse  networks  of  inventors.
©  2015  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  B.V.  This  is  an open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY  license
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(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).. Introduction
The age of the lone researcher, of the quixotic ‘basement tin-
erer’ (Rabinow, 1976), or of the ‘garage inventor’ (Seaborn, 1979) is
eceding. The romantic notion that a new Nikola Tesla will emerge
rom the lab with the next AC motor (or a death ray) increasingly
elongs to a bygone era. While in the late 1970s around 75% of
PO patent applications in the United Kingdom (UK) were ﬁled
y individual inventors, nowadays that ﬁgure is below 15%. More
han 80% of all patents are registered to more than one inven-
or, suggesting that collaboration in research and innovation has
ecome the norm. Increasingly larger teams are formed within
rms or research centres. Complex networks of researchers involv-
ng different ﬁrms, often in collaboration with universities, public
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Geography and Environment, Lon-
on School of Economics, Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE, United Kingdom.
el.: +44 2079556720.
E-mail address: r.crescenzi@lse.ac.uk (R. Crescenzi).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2015.07.003
048-7333/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article uagencies, and research centres drive the world of invention in the
early 21st century. As Seaborn (1979:88) puts it, “big science [has]
eclipsed the garage inventor [. . .]  Edison has been superseded by a
team of white-coated theoretical physicists”.
While the trend towards the formation of ever-larger research
teams and inventor networks has been well documented, we
know much less about the features of these teams. What are the
characteristics of the inventors that decide to work in a team?
Is collaborative research produced by inventors that talk to col-
leagues, or to strangers? These are the questions at the heart of this
paper, which aims to shed new light on the patterns of collaboration
observed among UK inventors.
In the paper, collaboration by inventors is captured by means
of co-patenting over the past three decades. We explore the indi-
vidual circumstances that members of a co-patenting team may
share and which, according to the literature on innovation and
proximity (Boschma, 2005; Boschma and Frenken, 2009; Torre and
Rallet, 2005), can be grouped into different types of proximities:
(a) geographic (the physical distance between inventors); (b) orga-
nisational (whether the inventors share the same organisational
nder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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ontext, such as the same ﬁrm, university or research centre); (c)
ocial (whether inventors have co-invented in the past or share
ther co-inventors); (d) cultural–ethnic (whether co-patenting
nventors share the same national, cultural, and/or ethnic back-
round); and (e) cognitive (the distance between the technology
elds of the co-patenting inventors) proximity.
To explore these linkages, we develop a new empirical strat-
gy, which builds on ideas developed in seminal papers by Jaffe
t al. (1993), Singh (2005), and Agrawal et al. (2008). We  use
his to build a new panel of EPO patents microdata from the
ITES-PATSTAT resource and we then analyse the incidence of the
ifferent proximities considered in co-patenting teams, control-
ing for a broad set of observable and time-invariant unobservable
haracteristics (the former through a vector of individual, organi-
ational, and environmental factors; the latter by means of ﬁxed
ffects). The empirics also employ the innovative ONOMAP name
lassiﬁcation system to ascribe inventor ethnicity – and thus,
thnic/cultural proximity. We  use social network analysis to iden-
ify the position of each inventor in pre-existing collaboration
etworks.
The paper represents – to the best of our knowledge – the ﬁrst
mpirical work assessing the incidence of such a large set of prox-
mities in collaboration patterns, and contributes to the existing
iterature in several different ways. It ﬁnds that, for inventors as a
hole, organisational proximity is a key feature of co-patenting
eams together with cultural/ethnic diversity. Conversely, geo-
raphical proximity is linked to co-patenting in combination with
ther proximities.
For ‘multiple patent’ inventors, we ﬁnd that organisational prox-
mity remains highly relevant, while cultural/ethnic factors are not
elevant. Social network and cognitive proximities are more impor-
ant characteristics of the teams formed by these inventors. The
nalysis also conﬁrms the incidence of ‘unconstrained’ (i.e. free
rom ethnic factors) social proximity and social networks in col-
aborative activity. For this category of inventors the importance
f geographical proximity only emerges as well in interaction with
ther proximities.
Our results have important implications for the analysis of
nnovation dynamics and, possibly, for the targeting of innova-
ion policies. The empirical analysis suggests that knowledge and
ey competences for innovation processes are combined (and re-
ombined) within the organisational boundaries of ﬁrms, research
entres and universities. These are the key units of analysis of
nnovation dynamics. Assets internal to the individual organisa-
ional unit are complemented by processes of external search that
ake place within existing social networks that ‘bridge’ various
rganisations. The formation of these networks remains largely
nconstrained by cultural or cognitive proximity considerations
n order to ensure variety and avoid lock-in situations. In this
icture the direct contribution of geographical proximity and spa-
ially mediated processes remains limited: it only emerges in
he form of hyper-geographical proximity (inventors in the same
rganisation are likely to be co-localised in the same premises)
nd as a reinforcement (or facilitator) for network-based interac-
ions. These results suggest that innovation policies should place
ess emphasis on spatial clustering and localised collaborations
nd focus more on the capabilities internal to each ﬁrm and
ts ability to access ‘unconstrained’, open and diverse external
etworks.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing
iterature on collaborative working among inventors and outlines
 conceptual framework for the analysis of the drivers of collabo-
ations among inventors. Section 3 introduces our data and gives
ome stylised facts. Section 4 sets out our empirical strategy and
odel. The empirical results with a number of robustness checks
re discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.licy 45 (2016) 177–194
2. Collaborative working among inventors and proximity
relationships
Collaborative invention efforts have been on the rise for quite
some time. The number of co-authored scientiﬁc publications,
both international (Glänzel, 2001; Glänzel and Schubert, 2005) and
within speciﬁc countries has been increasing in recent decades.
In the US, for instance, Adams et al. (2005) ﬁnd a 50% rise in the
average number of authors per academic paper during the period
1981–1999. Similar shifts can be seen in patenting activity. In the
UK ‘co-invented patents’ rose from around 100 in 1978 (24.2% of
all patents) to over 3300 in 2007 (66.6% of all patents). Over the
period as a whole, 57.3% of patents had more than one inventor.
Co-patenting also increased across all major technology ﬁelds and
the share of inventors working alone fell dramatically. During the
period of analysis the mean size of patenting teams rose from under
two to over four.
These trends are the result of the evolution of both public pol-
icy and corporate strategies. National governments have sought to
develop the formation of innovation ‘ecosystems’. This, in com-
bination with the internationalisation of ﬁrms’ activities and the
tendency of multinational ﬁrms to couple with local partners in
knowledge-intensive activities (Cantwell, 2005; Yeung, 2009), has
encouraged the formation of research teams which expand well
beyond the ﬁrm or their research centre. University-industry joint
ventures and the growth of Triple Helix relationships involving
ﬁrms, universities, and government (D’Este and Iammarino, 2010;
Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz, 1998) have gradually become the norm.
These ‘global’ high-level trends have taken place in a context
of in-depth change in the individual-level incentives for collabo-
ration. The increasing sophistication of ‘frontier’ science reinforces
the returns to specialisation and promotes collaboration as a means
to handle a growing ‘burden of knowledge’ (Agrawal et al., 2014;
Jones, 2009), as well as a form of ‘risk sharing’ for high-risk/high-
gain projects. At the same time, the need to gain access to both
highly complex research infrastructure and larger funding pools
via collaborative grants (Freeman, 2014) strengthens the incentives
for the formation of larger teams of researchers. Finally, research
projects require increasingly more diverse sets of complementary
skills and competences to be successful (Agrawal et al., 2008).
Scientists and researchers have responded to these changes
by making collaborative research the norm both in the United
States (Jones et al., 2008) and Europe (Brusoni et al., 2007; Giuri
and Mariani, 2012). However, collaboration comes at a cost for
all parties involved: the search for the best possible collabora-
tor(s)/team members – whether this decision is taken by the
inventors themselves or by managers within the boundaries of
a ﬁrm – is an expensive process in terms of time and resources.
Agents face beneﬁts and costs when considering potential connec-
tion/collaboration (see Jackson (2006) for a recent review) and a
number of studies have drawn on principal–agent theory to look
at contract formation and partner selection at the individual level
(Ackerberg and Botticini, 2002; Sedikes et al., 1999).
Moreover, collaboration is by deﬁnition a social act and, in
addition to economic considerations, it is shaped by personal
preferences and circumstances (Giuri and Mariani, 2012), an indi-
vidual’s position in an organisation, the nature and capacity of those
organisations, the type of work they do, and a range of external cir-
cumstances – such as legal and funding frameworks, industry and
policy trends.
Various ‘proximities’ assist in the creation of innovation
networks by reducing team formation costs and overcoming co-
ordination and control problems. Boschma (2005) distinguishes
ﬁve types of proximity – cognitive, organisational, social, insti-
tutional, and geographic. He suggests ﬁrst, that these factors
may  operate as substitutes or complements; and second, that
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Patent data have a number of advantages for our purposes.R. Crescenzi et al. / Resea
roximities are not always beneﬁcial (Boschma, 2005). Excessive
roximity may  cause ‘lock-in’ – a lack of openness and ﬂexibility
hat inhibits innovation by leading to the formation of teams where
edundant knowledge prevails.
Cognitive or ‘technological’ proximity allows agents to com-
unicate in the same research ﬁeld (Seely Brown and Duguid,
002). Organisational and social proximities lower transaction
osts via (respectively) contracts and social relationships (Kaiser
t al., 2011). However, hierarchical organisational structures or
upply chain relationships close ﬁrms off from the technological
pportunities that ‘open innovation’ models provide (Von Hippel,
005). And social networks based on ‘strong ties’ may  be less effec-
ive than larger networks of ‘weak ties’, if they do not admit new
embers or new thinking (Granovetter, 1973). Geographical prox-
mity reduces the cost of knowledge sharing, transmission and
onitoring by enabling face-to-face contacts between the agents
nvolved (Storper and Venables, 2004). However, the spatial clus-
ering of innovative activities, if not constantly renewed by inﬂows
nd outﬂows of new resources by means of mobility, can easily lead
o cognitive lock-in (Crescenzi et al., 2007). In addition, an emerg-
ng body of newer literature has shown that co-ethnic and diasporic
etworks (see Docquier and Rapoport (2012) for a recent survey)
ncrease trust and lower transactions costs, assisting in the genera-
ion and diffusion of collaborative ideas (Kapur and McHale, 2005;
err and Lincoln, 2010; Saxenian and Sabel, 2008). Just as with other
roximities, however, the capacity of different co-ethnic groups
ay  vary substantially and is potentially limited by discrimination.
While there is consensus in economic geography, innovation
tudies and management on the importance of multiple conditions
or knowledge-intensive collaborations, the empirical challenge
emains how to operationalise, disentangle and ‘weight’ the rel-
tive importance of these – often coexisting and overlapping –
roximities.
Until recently the general view was that geographical proximity
rumped all others. Jaffe et al. (1993) were the ﬁrst to use patent
itations as a way to provide a ‘paper trail’ for knowledge ﬂows.
hey showed that geographic proximity facilitated local knowl-
dge exchange. More recent analyses have tended to re-state the
elevance of physical proximity. Lobo and Strumsky (2008) found
hat spatial agglomeration of inventors in US MSAs is more impor-
ant than the density of inventor connections (which are negatively
orrelated to patenting). Similarly, Fleming et al. (2007) have sug-
ested that spatial proximity is a crucial enabling factor for the
ffective transmission of knowledge ﬂows.
Other research has however suggested that the role of geograph-
cal factors may  have been overstated (Thompson and Fox-Kean,
005). In particular, the importance of social networks as a cata-
yst for inventor collaboration has come forward in recent years
Singh, 2005; Brusoni et al., 2007; Giuri and Mariani, 2012). From a
ocial network perspective, Evans et al. (2011) have uncovered evi-
ence that homophily explains co-authorship of scientiﬁc papers,
ut that institutional and geographic proximity play bigger roles
n this respect. Cassi and Plunket (2010) suggest that spatial and
ocial proximity are highly complementary, even if individual part-
ers are in different types of organisations. Singh (2005) conﬁrmed
hat the effect of geography and ﬁrm boundaries on knowledge
ows diminishes substantially once interpersonal networks have
een accounted for. Prior social relationships between investors
lso explain current citation patterns, even after spatial proxim-
ty is altered by mobility decisions (Agrawal et al., 2006). Overall,
eographic and social proximity are considered to operate as
ubstitutes (Agrawal et al., 2008).1
1 Micro-level analyses have reached similar conclusions on the simultaneous
nterplay of a variety of drivers for knowledge exchange and cooperative innovationlicy 45 (2016) 177–194 179
But, despite these efforts, our understanding of which are the
most important types of proximities for the formation of collab-
orative inventor networks is still rather poor (Torre and Rallet,
2005). A number of under-explored areas remain. First, we still
know relatively little about individual innovative agents – most stud-
ies aggregate outcomes to ﬁrms, cities and regions. Second, while
many studies explore knowledge spillovers, or consequences of col-
laboration, much less work has been done on the intrinsic features
of these collaborations (Boschma and Frenken, 2009). Third, due
to data constraints, there are few studies that have been able to
explore time periods above a decade. Fourth, the role of cultural
and ethnic proximity has been particularly neglected in quantita-
tive analysis outside the US (see Kerr (2013) for a review of the US
literature). As far as we  are aware there is only one relevant study
for Europe (Nathan (2014), for UK ‘minority ethnic inventors’).
These gaps raise three important research questions:
(1) What forms of proximity are associated with the incidence of
collaborative knowledge creation at the individual level?
(2) What is the interaction between different proximities?
(3) How has the salience of these proximities changed over time?
Providing answers to these questions is of crucial importance
to the understanding of the process of innovation and its diffu-
sion: they shed new light on the physical or virtual milieu of the
innovation process and on the relevant unit(s) of analysis for its
understanding. If innovative collaborations are largely shaped by
localised and spatially mediated processes, then cities (and their
functional hinterland) are key units of analysis and possible targets
for innovation policies. If, by contrast, the process of searching and
matching of scientiﬁc competences for innovative projects takes
place within the organisational boundaries of ﬁrms and research
centres, the focus should move to microanalysis. Finally, if cul-
tural/ethnic, social and cognitive channels are essential for the
formation of innovation networks, then the emphasis should be put
on how both localities and ﬁrms can be connected and re-connected
beyond physical contiguity.
This paper aims to answer these questions by looking at what
inventors’ characteristics and relationships to each other prevail in
collaborative knowledge creation (speciﬁcally co-patenting) teams.
To do this, we  need to disentangle relational factors from each
other, and from other characteristics of collaboration teams (i.e.
‘individual’, ‘institutional’ and ‘environmental’ factors).
3. Data and stylised facts
Our dataset contains European Patent Ofﬁce (EPO) patent micro-
data from the PATSTAT database, modiﬁed by the KITES team at
Universita’ Bocconi (hence ‘KITES-PATSTAT’). The raw data runs
from 1978 to 2010, comprising 116,325 patents with at least one
UK-resident inventor. 173,180 inventors are associated with these
patents, of whom 133,610 are UK residents. Unlike standard patent
data, KITES-PATSTAT has been cleaned to allow robust identiﬁca-
tion of individual inventors, their spatial location and patenting
histories, as well as the usual array of patent and applicant-level
characteristics [see Lissoni et al. (2006) for details of the cleaningThey provide rich data over a long time period, as well as detailed
projects. See for example: Singh (2005), Agrawal et al. (2008), Paier and Scherngell
(2008), Lychagin et al. (2010), Grifﬁth et al. (2011), and D’Este et al. (2013).
2 KITES-PATSTAT also provides extensive applicant-level information, particu-
larly for corporate applicants: names/address details are matched to company
information from Dun and Bradstreet.
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Fig. 1. Co-invented patents, 1978–2007.80 R. Crescenzi et al. / Resea
nformation on individual inventors and their past/present collab-
rators, the type of research they work in (via detailed ‘technology
eld’ codes), and the organisations they work for (typically the
atent applicant) (OECD, 2009). On the other hand, the data have
wo inherent limitations. Patents measure invention rather than
nnovation; and they tend to only observe some inventions and
nventors (for instance, some members of a research team may  be
eft off the patent application). Other limitations, such as patent-
ng’s manufacturing focus and vulnerability to policy shocks, are
ealt with using appropriate industry controls and time trends, as
iscussed below.
We make some basic edits to the data to make it ﬁt for purpose.
irst, there is typically a lag between the application and the grant-
ng of a patent. This means that in a panel of patents, missing values
ppear in ﬁnal periods. Following Hall et al. (2001), we truncate the
ataset by three years to end in 2007. Second, we geo-locate UK-
esident inventors in UK Travel to Work Areas (TTWAs). TTWAs are
esigned to represent functional labour markets and offer a good
roxy for the local spatial economy.
Third, EPO patent data gathers patent applications through EU
ountries’ national patent ofﬁces, through European-wide applica-
ions to the EPO (‘Euro-direct’), and international applications that
ave reached the European examination stage (‘Euro-PCT’) (OECD,
009). As such, our dataset may  not include all PCT patent appli-
ations, which cover international applications to multiple patent
fﬁces. Since PCT applications are increasingly the favoured route
or inventors seeking to access international markets, there is a risk
f selecting out some collaborative activity. However, the use of
CT applications has increased substantially since the early 2000s,
eaning that this may  affect only part of our sample. By truncating
he end of the time series, we minimise the PCT selection issue.
We use the ONOMAP system (Mateos et al., 2011) to observe
ikely inventor origin/ethnicity from individual inventors’ name
nformation, building on work by Nathan (2014) and key US stud-
es by Kerr (2010) and Agrawal et al. (2008). ONOMAP is developed
rom a very large names database extracted from Electoral Reg-
sters and telephone directories, covering 500,000 forenames and
 million surnames across 28 countries. Classifying individuals
ccording to most likely ‘cultural–ethnic–linguistic’ characteristics,
NOMAP also provides information on ONS ethnic groups, geo-
raphical origin and major language. More details on ONOMAP are
iven in Appendix A.1.
.1. Stylised facts
Collaborative research and invention have progressively
ncreased their importance over time and across technology ﬁelds
Fig. 1). Over the whole period, 57.3% of patents were ‘co-invented’.
o-invention is the norm: 15.9% of inventors only work alone (i.e.
ever co-invent); 4.7% sometimes co-invent; 79.4% only co-invent.
atents with ﬁve or fewer inventors comprise over 95% of the sam-
le, of which over half are co-invented. Most co-invented patents
ave two or three inventors, with two being – by some margin
 the mode (26.2% of patents, versus 14.7% of patents with three
nventors). Three distinct phases can be identiﬁed within the sam-
le period: from the late 1970s to the late 1980s; the 1990s, with
 peak in co-inventing in 2000; and then a plateau period, with
 slight decline at the end of the panel (probably reﬂecting fewer
ranted patents).Co-invention trends vary substantially across patent ﬁelds. Fig. 2
hows the trends in co-invented patents across seven aggregated
echnology ﬁelds (using the OST reclassiﬁcation).3 At the start of
3 This classiﬁcation is used for illustrative purposes only. In the regression anal-
sis  the 30-fold typology is used, alongside more detailed typologies of 121 IPCFig. 2. Co-invented patents by technology ﬁeld, 1978–2007.
the sample period, shares of co-inventing were low (from 0.14 in
consumer goods to 0.22 in electrical engineering). By the end of
the period shares were higher, although the variation across sec-
tors increased: from 0.49 in consumer goods to 0.83 in chemicals
and materials. In six out of seven sectors, co-invention shifted from
minority to majority type.
Inventors’ behaviour has also changed over time. Fig. 3 shows
that these aggregates hide large changes within the sample. Counts
and shares of ‘only co-inventing inventors’ rose substantively; in
contrast, while counts of ‘only solo’ inventors rose slightly, their
relative shares underwent an extensive decline.
Finally, we look at inventor team composition. Fig. 4 shows the
trend in average team size. The trend line is spikier than the co-
invention trend, but the general shape is the same. We  can see that
the average patent in 1978 had 1.73 inventors; by 2007 this had
risen to just over four inventors.
Taken together, these stylised facts suggest a substantial rise in
co-patenting across technology ﬁelds between the late 1970s and
the late 2000s, involving signiﬁcant changes in inventor behaviour.
In terms of the institutional and organisational context in which the
patenting process takes place, applicant-level information reveals
that private ﬁrms and their research labs have been the leading
actors behind patenting (with 55% of the total patents in the sam-
ple) while universities, other public research centres and NGOs
three-digit sub-classes and 1851 six-digit main classes to generate technology ﬁeld
ﬁxed effects.
R. Crescenzi et al. / Research Po
Fig. 3. Inventor behaviour, 1978–2007.
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to see if these inventors’ collaborations have different features
when compared to the pooled sample. Second, looking at multi-
ple patent inventors lets us look at a broader set of proximities.
5 This is also computationally intensive – for example, there are 173,180 inventors
in our full sample 1978–2007, which makes for 1.49910 possible pairs.
6 In principle possible pairs could be also restricted to those working in very
detailed technology ﬁelds (say IPC6 and above). However, diagnostics suggestFig. 4. Inventor team size, 1978–2007.
ccount for 4.2% of the total patents, and individual applicant for
.7% (see Table B.1 in the Appendix).
. Empirical strategy
.1. Counterfactual build
The paper aims to compare the characteristics of inventors
orking together with those who do not, to identify what factors
re systematically correlated with the incidence of co-invention.
s we are interested in collaborations between inventors, we make
he inventor pair the unit of observation.4
We  therefore need to consider both a plausible set of possible
airs – inventors who might have worked together – and the set
f actual pairs (those who did collaborate). To do this, we build
 ‘synthetic counterfactual’ consisting of a feasible set of poten-
ial collaborators. We  then use a case–control strategy, in which
e disentangle the characteristics of actual pairs from the feasible
ossible pairs that might have existed. That is, we uncover the fac-
ors associated with collaboration, and control for its underlying
4 To assess why  inventor-level analysis is appropriate, consider an opposite sce-
ario: working at the patent level. For example, we  could estimate a model where
he dependent variable would be a dummy  taking the value 1 for a co-invented
atent; independent variables would cover characteristics for the inventor/set of
nventors involved. This has some desirable characteristics – not least, allowing to
xamine all patents in our sample – but discards crucial inventor-level information.
n  additional important challenge for patents with more than one inventor is where
o  locate the patent in space.licy 45 (2016) 177–194 181
incidence. To model inventor collaboration (as opposed to cita-
tion patterns) we make some changes to the case–control methods
deployed by Jaffe et al. (1993), Thompson and Fox-Kean (2005),
Agrawal et al. (2006) and others.
The feasible set of potential collaborators is constructed as fol-
lows. We  ﬁrst specify a feasibility framework. For example, it is
highly unlikely that inventors active in the ﬁrst year of our data
(1978) will be collaborating with those active in the last year (2007).
Moreover, collaborations across entirely unrelated technology sec-
tors are implausible.5 We  thus assume that the set of potential
collaborators is broadly delineated by time period (year) and some
high-level IPC technology ﬁeld (IPC1, 2 or 3). We then use our
main variables of interest – proximities variables – as binary ‘treat-
ments’ and look at the time-by-IPC ﬁeld combinations that create
broadly ‘balanced’ ‘treatment’ and ‘control’ groups among the set
of actual inventors. This suggests year-by-IPC3 ﬁeld is the most
feasible combination.6
To make the data tractable, we randomly sample 5% of patents.
This allows to fuzzily observe the real-world incidence of actual
and feasible collaborations.7 Given the boundaries of the feasible
collaborator set, this implies stratifying the sample by year, 121
three-digit technology ﬁelds, and inventor team size.8
For the actual inventor pairs in each year-by-IPC3 cell in this 5%
sample, we generate the set of feasible possible pairs in that cell.
That is, each set of feasible collaborators is directly deﬁned from
the relevant set of actual collaborators. For each year, we append
the resulting ‘cell-pairs’ to form a cross-section. We then append
the resulting yearly cross-sections to create an unbalanced panel.
Each inventor in a pair is separately coded by address and by
patent applicant, permitting the speciﬁcation of controls and ﬁxed
effects on each side of the pair. We build a 16-year panel for
the years 1992–2007 inclusive, reserving the period 1978–91 to
provide historic information on inventors’ patenting activity (see
Section 5). This gives us a panel of 190,313 observations, covering
187,997 actual and possible inventor pairs, of whom 3857 (2.05%)
are actual pairs.
We  also look at the subset of ‘multiple patent’ inventors (who
invent more than once in the observed time span). In the raw data
there are 17,764 of these individuals, active on 62,339 patents.
Multiple patent inventors are worth greater scrutiny for two rea-
sons. First, the vast majority of inventors only patent once, so the
‘multiple’ group is an unusual minority. The inventor lifecycle lit-
erature suggests multiple patent inventors are likely to be highly
productive individuals, often in senior scientiﬁc positions (Azoulay
et al., 2007; Lee and Bozeman, 2005). It is therefore interestingincreasing incidence of individuals patenting across technology ﬁelds. More impor-
tantly, we  want to explore whether this ‘cognitive distance’ affects levels of
co-inventing, reserving the variation for regressions rather than build into the
matching process.
7 It is possible that some inventor pairs who did not patent in our sub-sample
–  who  we designate ‘feasible’ pairs – did in fact patent in the rest of the dataset,
forming ‘actual’ pairs. If this process was non-random it would bias our estimates.
However and given our sampling procedure, as there is no reason to expect this
to  be anything other than random, we  treat this issue as generating noise only. In
principle, an alternative approach would have been to build a complete counterfac-
tual from all patents and then sample, but, as we point out in footnote 5, this is not
computationally feasible.
8 Given the size of the original population, we sample without replacement. We
seed the sample so that regression results are reproducible. We relax this in robust-
ness checks, to test whether sample construction affects our ﬁndings.
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peciﬁcally, social and cognitive proximity measures need to be
ased on historic behaviour in order to avoid a mechanical link
etween dependent and independent variables in the model. In
urn, this requires that we observe more than one patenting event.
ncluding these proximities thus involves restricting our sample to
he set of patents with (a) multiple patent inventors, and (b) only
ultiple patent inventors: there are 27,315 of these patents, involv-
ng 11,754 individuals. However, the smaller n allows a higher
ampling rate. We  sample 25% of these patents and stratify as
efore, then build a counterfactual group using the same approach
s for the pooled sample. This results in a second unbalanced panel
f about 40,638 observations.
.2. Model speciﬁcation
In order to explore the characteristics of co-inventor pairs, we
ook at links between collaborative activity in an inventor pair ij and
he relational characteristics of ij, while controlling for individual,
nstitutional and environmental factors affecting each inventor in
hat pair. We  therefore estimate the following empirical model, for
nventor pair ij in applicant o, area a, year group t and technology
eld f:
ijoatf = a + PROXbit,jt + CTRLSc(ioat,joat)f + eijoatf (1)
Here, Y is either a collaboration dummy  (taking the value 1, if
j is an actual pair), or a continuous variable giving the count of
ollaborations for ij. The dummy  variable allows us to study the
haracteristics of individual collaborations, while we use the inven-
or pair activity count in order to capture the features of repeated
ollaborations. CTRLS are either vectors of observables, or ﬁxed
ffects (see below).
Our variables of interest are given by PROX,  a vector of
roximities covering spatial, cultural–ethnic and organisational
roximities (for the pooled sample), plus cognitive and social prox-
mities (for multiple patent inventors). The estimated coefﬁcients
b-hats) of each PROX variable indicate the salience of a particu-
ar proximity in actual rather than possible inventor pairs, after
ontrolling for individual, institutional and macro-environmental
actors. Note that these are associations, not causal links.
Spatial proximity is calculated as the inverse of the linear dis-
ance between TTWA centroids where each inventor is located; for
nventors in different countries this is set as zero. For robustness
hecking, we also construct a more sophisticated inverse linear dis-
ance function, with a threshold function to capture knowledge
pillovers decay. We  also build a simple dummy  taking the value 1
f a pair is resident in the same TTWA.
Organisational proximity is captured by means of a dummy,
hich takes the value 1 if i and j share the same applicant and 0 oth-
rwise. The computation of this variable is only problematic where
he number of inventors exceeds the number of applicants in the
atent. In this case it is more difﬁculty to establish a clear inventor-
pplicant association. As a consequence, where there is more than
ne applicant to which an inventor could be assigned (12.77% of
he patents in the sample), we probabilistically assign inventors
nd applicants. We  do this in two ways: (a) we use inventors’
atenting history (whenever available) to assign inventors to their
odal applicant if there is an ambiguous patent, then drop dupli-
ates from the dataset (this works for 40% of ambiguous cases); (b)
n those cases where a patenting history is unavailable, we  ran-
omly assign the inventor to one applicant or the other and run a
obustness check, repeating the re-assignment procedure to con-
rm that this does not change the results. We  further compute an
dditional proxy for ‘scaled’ organisational proximity. This variable
akes the value of 0 (as above), if the applicant is not the same; 1,
f the applicant is the same, but there is more than one applicant
n the patent; 2, if the applicant is the same and there is only onelicy 45 (2016) 177–194
applicant on the patent. The intuition here is that in a given collab-
oration, organisational proximity between two people in the same
company is stronger than their collaboration if another company is
also involved.
Ethnic proximity is developed using ONOMAP (see Appendix
A.1). Our preferred measure is a dummy, which takes the value 1 if i
and j share the same ‘cultural–ethnic–linguistic’ subgroup, of which
there are 67 in the ONOMAP classiﬁcation. In robustness checks we
use dummies based on nine ethnicity groups based on the ofﬁcial
UK government typologies, 13 geographical origin categories (cov-
ering the UK, Ireland, European zones and other continents), and a
number of major languages.
For multiple patent inventors, we  are also able to observe cog-
nitive and social proximities. Cognitive proximity is set up as a
dummy taking the value 1 if ij have previously both patented in
the same IPC technology ﬁeld. Following Thompson and Fox-Kean
(2005) and Singh (2005), our preferred measure uses each of 1581
6-digit IPC ﬁelds. We  use a less detailed IPC3 version in robustness
checks.
Social proximity is deﬁned as the inverse social distance
between i and j, based on whether they have co-invented in
the past, have co-authors in common, or more indirect links to
actual/possible partners. We  assume that ties decay after ﬁve years.
Following Singh (2005), for a given year, we then measure the num-
ber of ‘steps’ between inventors i and j based on their activity in the
previous ﬁve-year period. This is the social distance between i and j.
We then take the inverse distance to generate the social proximity
between the two. For example, if i and j have co-invented together
in the past, the number of steps between them is 0. If i and j have
not collaborated directly, but have both worked with k, then there
is one step between them; if i is connected to j through k and l, there
are two steps; and so on. Respective degrees of social proximity are
then 0, −1, and −2, through to minus inﬁnity (no link).
4.2.1. ‘Observables’ versus ﬁxed effects models
We ﬁrst estimate the model with PROX alone, followed by the
model with vectors of observable characteristics, then with a bat-
tery of ﬁxed effects. The observables model is:
Yijoatf = a + PROXbit,jt + INDcit,jt + INSTdio,jo
+ ENVe(iat,jat)f + eijoatf (2)
The vectors IND, INST and ENV respectively cover observable
characteristics of inventors (both i and j in the pair), applicant
organisations, and time, technology ﬁeld and TTWA characteris-
tics. More detail on the controls is given in Appendix A.2. This setup
handles a number of individual, institutional and macro features of
collaborations. However, it does not deal with unobservables, and
thus our preferred model is the ﬁxed effects speciﬁcation below,
which handles time-invariant factors:
Yijoatf = a + PROXbit,jt + Iioa + Jjoa + Tt + TFf + uijoatf (3)
This speciﬁcation does not control for selection issues or time-
varying unobservables (see Section 4.4): so, as before, we interpret
bs as associations, not causal effects.
Note also that a ﬁxed effects speciﬁcation separately control-
ling for individuals, organisations, areas, time and technology
ﬁeld would be unwieldy. To keep regressions tractable, there-
fore, we set up inventor-applicant-area ‘spells’ for each inventor
i and j in a pair, following Abowd et al. (2002:48) and Andrews
et al. (2006:49). These ‘spell’ variables take unique values for
each inventor-applicant-TTWA combination in the panel. Since
our variables of interest are at the pair level, this allows control-
ling for non-time-varying unobservables on each side of the pair,
while keeping in pair-level characteristics. In addition, we ﬁt year
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ummies and an IPC6 technology ﬁeld ‘grouping variable’ to cover
ime trends and technology ﬁeld-speciﬁc shifts.
.3. Estimation
We  have a ‘limited dependent variables’ setting. In principle we
hould adopt non-linear estimators, since linear regression would
ssume the wrong functional form. As Angrist and Pischke (2009)
oint out, in certain cases non-linear models should be preferred
n ‘curve-ﬁtting’ grounds. For interpretation, however, results need
o be converted into marginal effects, and when this is done, slope
oefﬁcients are very similar to OLS estimates. Practically, linear
pplications are also more parsimonious and easier to handle, espe-
ially when using panel data and when large numbers of ﬁxed
ffects are required (Schmidheiny, 2013). In our case, the esti-
ation of the coefﬁcients of interest is conditional on being able
o observe time-varying and invariant pair-level characteristics.
itting pair-level ﬁxed effects is therefore not feasible, and ﬁt-
ing individual-level dummies as ﬁxed effects would tend to yield
iased estimates as well as being computationally challenging (over
50,000 variables). That is, ‘correct’ functional form comes at a
ubstantial cost.
Our preferred approach is to ﬁt a linear model with robust
tandard errors, which for the binary outcome variable is simply
 linear probability model. We  then compare estimates from non-
inear estimators in robustness checks.9 For the counts model, we
ompare OLS with negative binomial estimates (we  have over 90%
eroes and Poisson conditions are not met). We  are only able to
chieve convergence with a PROX plus observables model, as noted
bove. Results are given in Table C.4. For the binary model, excess
eroes mean that a standard logit model will not converge. We  are
ble to achieve convergence using a rare events model (Boschma
t al., 2013; King and Zeng, 1999): in this case, convergence is only
easible for a reduced-form observables model without ENV, with
esults very similar to equivalent OLS estimates.
.4. Other issues
We  brieﬂy review four other issues that might affect our results.
he ﬁrst is endogenous partner selection (Ackerberg and Botticini,
002). Consider a contract decision between a principal P and an
gent A. Ideally P and A observe everything about each other, reach-
ng the optimal contract. In reality, there are unobservable qualities
f P and A which affect type of contract chosen. Our ‘observables’
peciﬁcation faces a version of this problem; the ﬁxed effects spec-
ﬁcation handles non-time-varying unobservable characteristics,
ut dynamic unobservable factors are left unobserved. As we set
ut above, this means our results are descriptive associations.
A second issue concerns the presence of third parties. So far we
ave looked at the characteristics of co-inventing teams assum-
ng that A’s decision to co-invent with B (or not) is not affected by
he presence of C or D. But as Sedikes et al. (1999) point out, this
ssumption may  not hold. A decision to partner with A rather than
 may  be affected by the presence of C, which shifts relative pos-
tions of A-B-C on speciﬁc decision axes. In this case, patent data
ives us a limited view on collaboration structure by allowing us to
ee inventor team size. We  use this to generate a team size count
ariable. We  also ﬁt a further variable giving the average number
f co-inventors for each inventor in a given year: the intuition here
s that inventors may  seek out teams of a given size.
9 We estimate using the user-written Stata command reg2hdfe: this uses an iter-
tive procedure on each coefﬁcient to achieve convergence, following Guimaraes
nd Portugal (2010). Importantly, this approach provides a clear interpretation of
he ﬁxed effects, avoiding arbitrary ‘holdouts’/reference categories.licy 45 (2016) 177–194 183
Third, our data structure implies that we do not actually observe
inventors when they are not ﬁling patents: they may  be working on
other inventions, or may  be inactive. If there are structural patterns
here, this may  lead to omitted variable bias. We could therefore
set inventor pair activity to zero in cells where patenting does not
occur; or, more conservatively, blank all cells in which inventor
pairs are not active. In a related paper, Nathan (2014) tests both
approaches on a subset of multiple patent inventors – both deliver
identical results. We  therefore feel conﬁdent with a zero-basing
assumption for our analysis.
Fourth, it is always possible that co-patenting is driving peo-
ple to move in closer geographical proximity or to become part
of the same ﬁrm. Without an exogenous source of variation in
these proximities, selection issues are harder to deal with. We
test the incidence of physical movement following the procedure
in Agrawal et al. (2006), who  identify 14.2% of inventors as likely
movers across TTWAs, as well as using a more cautious strategy
developed by Crescenzi and Gagliardi (2015), who  report 5% of
likely movers among UK inventors during the 1992–2007 period.
This implies spatial movement is unlikely to affect results, but
we are unable to easily develop parallel tests for other selection
channels. For example, according to the PatVal survey, 34.7% of
UK inventors who  had patented changed job at least once, albeit
during the whole length of their careers (Brusoni et al., 2007), mak-
ing job-to-job mobility a potential additional channel of selection
before researchers can observe any patenting activity. This implies
that, once again, our results are treated as associations, rather than
causal effects.
5. Results
The regression analysis is organised into three sections. The
ﬁrst section looks at the results for all inventors (larger sample,
but more limited set of explanatory variables in terms of proximi-
ties), while the second section looks at the sub-sample of multiple
patent inventors. The third section includes a number of robustness
checks.
5.1. All inventors
For the full sample of inventors it is possible to explore the
incidence of geographic, organisational and cultural/ethnic prox-
imities. Results for the collaboration dummy  are given in Table 1,
and for co-invention counts in Table 2. Columns 1 to 3 include the
basic speciﬁcation with geographic, cultural/ethnic, and organisa-
tional proximities alone (Column 1), plus observables (Column 2),
and plus ﬁxed effects (Column 3). Columns 4 and 5 look at the time
split for the 1990s and 2000s. In the interpretation, we focus on the
relative sign and signiﬁcance of the proximities variables, rather
than unpacking speciﬁc point estimates.10
5.1.1. Collaboration
The results presented in Table 1 point to diversiﬁed associa-
tions between proximities and co-patenting. Co-patenting teams
are formed predominantly within the boundaries of the same orga-formed by preferably relying on long-distance means of commu-
nication in order to include collaborators with the necessary skills
and possibly tap into the knowledge of remote locations.
10 For the full sample, Table B.1 in Appendix B gives summary statistics (ﬁrst panel)
and  correlations matrices of the proximities variables (second panel). Correlation
matrices indicate that our variables of interest are free of collinearity problems. The
results are conﬁrmed in VIF tests. Other model ﬁt statistics are also satisfactory, with
R2 around 0.38.
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Table 1
All inventors, co-invention dummy, 1992–2007.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Proximities Proximities with
controls
Proximities with
ﬁxed effects
Proximities with
ﬁxed effects
1990s
Proximities with
ﬁxed effects
2000s
Geographic proximity −0.00612* −0.0207*** −0.0320*** −0.0526*** −0.0236***
(0.003) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
Cultural/ethnic proximity −0.00426*** −0.00922*** −0.0158*** −0.0209*** −0.0137***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
Organisational proximity 0.304*** 0.118*** 0.120*** 0.152*** 0.107***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
IND,  INST, ENV controls for ij N Y N N N
Spells  ﬁxed effects for ij N N Y Y Y
Observations 190,313 117,456 190,313 54,415 135,898
F  1729.627 39.960 27.508 19.286 32.871
R2 0.271 0.526 0.662 0.660 0.666
All models use time dummies. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
IND vector includes pre-1992 patent count and dominant pre-92 patenting style for i,j.
INST vector includes applicant type dummies for i,j.
ENV vector includes IPC6 grouping variable, TTWA dummies for i,j and year dummies.
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** p < 0.1.
* p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.
Column 1 suggests a robust positive association between orga-
isational proximity and inventor pairs’ tendency to co-invent.
y contrast, cultural/ethnic proximity is strongly negatively con-
ected to the propensity to co-invent and geographical proximity
s only marginally signiﬁcant. The introduction of controls for indi-
idual, institutional, and environmental conditions (Column 2), as
ell as ﬁxed effects in Column 3 reduces the magnitude of the
rganisational proximity coefﬁcient, while increasing the negative
oefﬁcient of cultural ethnic proximity. These controls also make
he coefﬁcient for geographical proximity highly signiﬁcant. The
esults also indicate no particular change in the incidence of all
roximities between the 1990s (1992–1999, Column 4) and the
000s (2000–2007, Column 5), except for a marginal decrease in
heir size.
.1.2. Inventor pair activity
In Table 2 we look at whether the results attained when
ssessing the characteristics of individual collaborations stand
hen considering the number of patents actually generated by the
actual’ inventors’ pairs. The structure of the regressions presented
able 2
ll inventors, co-invention counts, 1992–2007.
(1) (2) 
Proximities Proximities with
controls
Geographic proximity 0.0197** 0.000539 
(0.009) (0.007) 
Cultural/ethnic proximity −0.00517*** −0.00964***
(0.001) (0.001) 
Organisational proximity 0.343*** 0.0996***
(0.009) (0.014) 
IND,  INST, ENV controls for ij N Y 
Spells  ﬁxed effects for ij N N 
Observations 190,313 117,456 
F  584.899 22.622 
R2 0.090 0.169 
ll models use time dummies. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
ND,  INST and ENV control vectors as in Table 1.
 p < 0.1.
** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.in Table 2 is the same as that described for Table 1. The results in
Table 2 are also broadly similar to the co-invention dummy  mod-
els, suggesting that organisational proximity and cultural diversity
are essential elements for collaboration between inventor pairs.
The coefﬁcient for the variable depicting geographical proxim-
ity turns negative only after the introduction of ﬁxed effects:
geographical proximity is correlated with a number of unobser-
vable factors that, if not properly accounted for, are likely to bias
estimated coefﬁcients. Once again, no noticeable differences are
evident between the 1990s and 2000s.
Overall, these results suggest that ﬁrms and research centres
are the loci of knowledge combination and re-combination, the
fundamental units of analysis of the innovation process. It is when
inventors are within the same organisational boundaries that prob-
lems of signalling (e.g. in terms of the quality of the possible
collaborators), free riding and procrastination (once teams are
formed), and secrecy are successfully dealt with. By sharing the
same set of internal routines, rules and norms inventors are able
to work in teams in the most productive fashion. At the same time,
within the boundaries of the same organisation, inventors can more
(3) (4) (5)
Proximities with
ﬁxed effects
Proximities with
ﬁxed effects
1990s
Proximities with
ﬁxed effects
2000s
−0.0180*** −0.0349*** −0.0118***
(0.003) (0.007) (0.003)
−0.0190*** −0.0263*** −0.0160***
(0.002) (0.005) (0.002)
0.116*** 0.169*** 0.0927***
(0.003) (0.007) (0.003)
N N N
Y Y Y
190,313 54,415 135,898
5.893 3.805 7.471
0.296 0.277 0.311
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asily solve conﬁdentiality problems, facilitating knowledge circu-
ation.
Conversely, the results signal that the direct incidence of
eographical proximity is complex and diversiﬁed. Given that
nventors in the same organisation are likely to be co-localised in
he same premises, organisational proximity also sheds light on
he relevance of hyper-geographical proximity within the ﬁrms’
oundaries. UK inventors ﬁrst seek the collaboration of – or are
oerced to collaborate with – other inventors within the bound-
ries of their organisations. Inventor teams are then complemented
y researchers and specialists who can provide an additional edge
o the team. This search for adequate co-inventors is by no means
onstrained by geographical boundaries and tends to follow non-
patially mediated channels. Given the higher costs of searching
utside the ﬁrms’ boundaries as well as the other frictions that
ffect collaborations across organisations, the search for the opti-
al  partner tends not to be limited by spatial proximity (Fitjar and
odríguez-Pose, 2011).
Contrary to some recent US studies (Kerr and Lincoln, 2010;
axenian and Sabel, 2008), our main results also suggest that, on
verage, UK-based inventors seek cultural/ethnic/linguistic diver-
ity rather than the proximity, trust and lower transaction costs
hich may  be possibly associated with collaborating with co-
ationals or with individuals of the same cultural/ethnic origin.
he typical inventor seems less likely to work with people from
he same national and/or cultural background even when they
re physically close.11 Ethnic proximity is likely to ‘inﬂuence’ the
ptimal search process of inventors beyond geographic proximity,
ventually reducing the incentives to collaborate and increasing
he risk of cognitive lock-in, in particular when this is coupled by
eographic proximity. These results echo the evidence on the neg-
tive inﬂuence of ‘bonding social capital’ on innovation (Crescenzi
t al., 2013): ‘strong ties’ increase the risk of exchanging redundant
nowledge simply because they connect knowledge seekers with
ther individuals that are more likely to deal with ‘known’/familiar
nformation and knowledge (Laursen and Masciarelli, 2007; Levin
nd Cross, 2004; Ruef, 2002). This evidence effectively comple-
ents our previous results: once the search process overcomes
rms’ organisational boundaries, it follows trajectories that are not
onstrained by other proximities. On the contrary, it seems that
eam formation tends to privilege diversity in terms of non-local
nowledge/skills/competences, as well as a variety of cultural and
thnic backgrounds.
.2. Multiple patent inventor analysis
Do these patterns stand when we consider the subset of multi-
le patent inventors in detail? Are various proximities balanced in
he same way by these highly innovative individuals? The focus on
ultiple patent inventors makes it possible to reduce the potential
white noise’ generated in patent data by ‘hobbyist inventors’, who
atent only once in their life with limited impact on their tech-
ology ﬁeld (Lettl et al., 2009). In addition, focusing on multiple
atent inventors allows us to test different types of proximities –
ocial and cognitive proximity – impossible to operationalise in the
ingle inventor analysis.12 The possibility to explore a wider set of
11 This may  not be the case for all inventors; Nathan (forthcoming) ﬁnds evidence
f  co-ethnic links to patenting for some minority ethnic ‘stars’. Our result is also
ensitive to the precise ethnicity proxy used – see robustness checks in Section 5.3.
12 Table B.2 in Appendix B gives summary statistics (ﬁrst panel) and correlations
atrices of the proximities variables (second panel). In this case, because the social
nd  cognitive proximity variables are based on past inventor behaviour, pairwise
orrelations between these proximities and dependent variables are higher than
esirable (between 0.5 and 0.54), but do not indicate fatal collinearity problems.
ith the patent sampling base increased from 5 to 25%, model ﬁt statistics arelicy 45 (2016) 177–194 185
non-spatial proximities facilitates the comparison of the incidence
of networks based on cultural/ethnic proximity with potentially
less ‘constrained’ and more ‘diverse’ collaboration-search patterns
based on social and cognitive proximity. The results are given in
Tables 3 and 4.
5.2.1. Collaboration
Collaboration results for multiple patent inventors are covered
in Table 3. Column 1 introduces ﬁxed effects, as in Column 3 in
the previous tables. Social and cognitive proximity are included
in Column 2, while Columns 3 to 7 interact each proximity with
geographical distance. Finally, Columns 8 and 9 split the sample
into the 1990s and 2000s time periods.
The most striking results from the analysis of multiple patent
inventors are that organisational proximity remains main feature of
co-patenting collaborations while cultural/ethnic proximity loses
signiﬁcance and geographical proximity emerges as a relevant
characteristic for co-patenting teams, when interacted with other
proximities (Table 3). The coefﬁcient for organisational proxim-
ity is always positive and signiﬁcant at the 1% level. This implies
that multiple patent inventors do not become less constrained
by organisational boundaries than occasional inventors. Indeed,
their collaborations tend to have precisely the same characteris-
tics, suggesting that they prefer to work with colleagues from the
same organisation when deciding to collaborate or create networks.
Potentially more ‘senior’ and experienced individuals with longer
patenting experience still leverage their organisations as the fun-
damental milieu for their innovative activities. This reliance on
organisational proximity increases in the 2000s (Table 3, Column
9). The sharing of highly sophisticated and conﬁdential material
via information and communication technologies has reinforced
the importance of platforms and systems internal to the ﬁrm.
If the formation of teams takes place largely within the same
organisational unit, external search patterns are also important.
Social proximity is always positively and signiﬁcantly associ-
ated with repeated invention. UK multiple patent inventors more
frequently patent with other inventors with whom they had previ-
ously established direct or indirect collaborations (Table 3, Column
2). Cognitive proximity, measured on its own, by contrast seems
to be negatively associated with collaboration by serial inven-
tors (Table 3, Column 2). Multiple patent inventors work together
with individuals with whom they had developed pre-existing con-
nections via social networks, rather than with those in similar
cognitive areas. Connections mediated by social proximity are
stronger than those ‘constrained’ by cultural/ethnic factors and cog-
nitive proximity. Indeed, serial inventors’ teams are associated with
cognitive diversity and complementary knowledge bases. The need
to avoid lock-in and search for cognitive diversity and complemen-
tary knowledge drive the selection of collaborators within ‘known’
networks, so as to minimise search costs, while preserving diversity
and access to non-redundant knowledge.
The analysis of the interaction effects of the different prox-
imities considered in relation to geographical distance provides
some interesting nuances to this picture. On the one hand, the
relevance of cultural/ethnic proximities seems to emerge only at
close quarters. Multiple patent inventors in the UK tend to work
more with colleagues from the same cultural and/or ethnic back-
ground, only if they are based in the same or in nearby locations
(positive interaction term in Table 3, Column 3). A similar tendency
emerges for both organisational and social proximity: the incidence
of organisational (Column 4) and social (Column 5) proximities in
collaborations is further reinforced by geographic proximity. By
substantially higher than for the full panel, with the R2 rising to about 0.8 with
controls.
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Table 3
Multiple patenting inventors, co-invention dummy, 1992–2007.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Base with
ﬁxed effects
Social &
cognitive
Interaction
terms
1990s 2000s
Geographic proximity 0.00462*** 0.00383*** 0.00154 0.00148 0.00262*** 0.00390*** −0.00107 −0.00311* 0.000557
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Cultural/ethnic proximity −0.000343 −0.000420 −0.000741 −0.000442 −0.000377 −0.000419 −0.000711 −0.00200** 0.0000191
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Organisational proximity 0.0237*** 0.0215*** 0.0213*** 0.0160*** 0.0210*** 0.0215*** 0.0171*** 0.0120*** 0.0239***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Social proximity 0.0625*** 0.0625*** 0.0618*** 0.0351*** 0.0627*** 0.0356*** 0.0261*** 0.0441***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005)
Cognitive proximity −0.00498*** −0.00498*** −0.00468** −0.00522*** −0.00430** −0.00284 −0.00172 −0.00406
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)
Geographic prox.*cultural/ethnic prox. 0.00437*** 0.00435*** 0.0101*** −0.0000359
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Geographic prox.*organisational prox. 0.0128*** 0.00886*** 0.00588** 0.00894***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)
Geographic prox.*social prox. 0.0666*** 0.0663*** 0.0725*** 0.0812***
(0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.008)
Geographic prox.*cognitive prox. −0.00576 −0.0187*** −0.0321*** −0.00287
(0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.009)
Observations 40,638 40,638 40,638 40,638 40,638 40,638 40,638 19,710 20,928
F  27.691 28.266 28.269 28.295 28.432 28.261 28.451 34.030 20.916
R2 0.821 0.824 0.824 0.824 0.825 0.824 0.825 0.865 0.762
All models use time dummies and spells ﬁxed effects. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
IND,  INST and ENV control vectors as in Table 1.
* p < 0.1.
c
o
a
t
i
T
M
A
I** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.
ontrast, geographic proximity does not reinforce the recurrence
f collaborations in the same technology ﬁeld (Column 6). A neg-
tive interaction only appears in Column (7) where all interaction
erms are included simultaneously and the direct effect becomes
nsigniﬁcant. This result is in line with Rigby (2013), who  ﬁnds a
able 4
ultiple patenting inventors, co-invention counts, 1992–2007.
(1) (2) (3) 
Base with
ﬁxed effects
Social &
cognitive
Interaction
terms
Geographic proximity −0.0108 −0.0134* −0.0512***
(0.008) (0.008) (0.011) 
Cultural/ethnic proximity 0.00524 0.00526 −0.000042
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) 
Organisational proximity 0.0701*** 0.0598*** 0.0578***
(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) 
Social proximity 0.249*** 0.0881***
(0.024) (0.018) 
Cognitive proximity 0.0882*** 0.249***
(0.018) (0.024) 
Geographic prox.*cultural/ethnic prox. 0.0721***
(0.014) 
Geographic prox.*organisational prox. 
Geographic prox.*social prox. 
Geographic prox.*cognitive proximity 
Observations 40,638 40,638 40,638 
F  4.711 4.750 4.757 
R2 0.438 0.440 0.441 
ll models use time dummies and spells ﬁxed effects. Robust standard errors in parenthe
ND,  INST and ENV control vectors as in Table 1.
* p < 0.1.
** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.trend in the US for cities to build invention competence around a
range of related technologies – if they are based in distant loca-
tions, suggesting that geographic and cognitive proximity tend to
be substitutes rather than complements. However, these results are
mainly a consequence of trends in the 1990s. In the 2000s neither
(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1990s 2000s
−0.000288 −0.0139* −0.0183** −0.0418*** −0.0697*** −0.0193*
(0.009) (0.008) (0.008) (0.011) (0.021) (0.011)
9 0.00538 0.00528 0.00521 0.00000667 0.00611 −0.00518
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.011) (0.006)
0.0902*** 0.0596*** 0.0600*** 0.0922*** 0.154*** 0.0118
(0.014) (0.011) (0.011) (0.014) (0.023) (0.014)
0.0866*** 0.0881*** 0.0389** 0.0366* 0.0760** −0.0210
(0.018) (0.018) (0.019) (0.019) (0.034) (0.019)
0.253*** 0.238*** 0.232*** 0.236*** 0.380*** 0.0269
(0.024) (0.031) (0.024) (0.031) (0.052) (0.034)
0.0727*** 0.0983*** 0.0467***
(0.014) (0.025) (0.013)
−0.0712*** −0.0797*** −0.178*** 0.0759***
(0.020) (0.021) (0.035) (0.021)
0.0276 −0.000994 −0.221*** 0.253***
(0.048) (0.049) (0.081) (0.055)
0.422*** 0.424*** 0.867*** −0.0960*
(0.056) (0.057) (0.097) (0.058)
40,638 40,638 40,638 40,638 19,710 20,928
4.753 4.749 4.767 4.777 3.931 6.564
0.440 0.440 0.441 0.442 0.425 0.501
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he coefﬁcient for the interaction between geographic proximity
nd cultural/ethnic proximity, nor between the former variable and
ognitive proximity remain signiﬁcant. Only the strong connections
etween social and geographic proximity and between the former
nd organisational proximity stay signiﬁcant in the 2000s (Column
). Technological development plays an ancillary role in suppor-
ing the process of search along organisational and social networks
rajectories.
Hence, as in the case of occasional inventors, organisational
roximity is an essential characteristic of co-patenting teams, while
ocial proximity emerges as another crucially important factor.
ultiple patent inventors based in the UK patent much more with
ther inventors in close organisational proximity and within estab-
ished social networks, with space mediating the relevance of all
ypes of proximities considered.
Teams formed by multiple patent inventors collaborate more
ith other inventors whom they may  be able to meet on a more
requent basis in the same organisation and with whom they have
ollaborated in the past and may  be easily accessible via a number of
elecommunications channels. This implies that ideas are not nec-
ssarily in the air – as implied in Marshallian and agglomeration
pproaches – but that they ﬂow inside very well-structured orga-
isational and social pipelines (Fitjar and Rodríguez-Pose, 2015).
evertheless, the functioning of these communication channels
mproves in close geographical proximity. Similar conclusions are
eached by Cassi and Plunket (2010), who study genomics patents
n France and suggest that spatial proximity is highly complemen-
ary to social proximity, even if individual partners are in different
ypes of organisations. Singh (2005) conﬁrms that the geography
nd ﬁrm boundaries interact with interpersonal networks in shap-
ng knowledge ﬂows. However, our results contrast with those of
grawal et al. (2008), who conclude that geographic and social
roximity operate as substitutes in the USA.
.2.2. Multiple patent inventor pair activity
Table 4 covers inventor pair activity. As for the full set of
nventors, the results for frequency of collaborations by multiple
atent inventors largely resemble the simple collaboration analy-
is discussed above. Social and, above all, organisational proximity
emain highly signiﬁcant in all speciﬁcations (Columns 1 and 2).
owever, in the case of co-invention counts, cognitive proximity
hows a positive and signiﬁcant sign, suggesting multiple collab-
rations happening more frequently within the same technology
lass.
While the interaction between cultural/ethnic and geographi-
al proximities remains unchanged (Column 3), other interaction
erms (Columns 4–7) depict a slightly different story than pre-
ious results. Organisational and geographical proximity display
igniﬁcant coefﬁcients with the expected sign, but their interac-
ion is not signiﬁcant. This suggests that they do not reinforce
ne another, hinting at potential substitution, rather than comple-
entarities (Column 5). Finally, the interaction between cognitive
nd spatial proximities is positive and signiﬁcant, meaning that
requent patenting by serial inventors is potentially associated
ith specialised spatial clusters. Time splits (Columns 8 and 9)
ndicate that these differences with the collaboration dummy  are
ost prevalent in the 1990s. For the 2000s the signs and sig-
iﬁcance of the interaction terms are in line with the previous
able.
.3. Robustness checksSection 4 highlights a number of potential challenges to our
mpirical strategy. To deal with these, we subject our model to
 series of robustness checks (reported in Appendix C). Results not
hown here are given in an online appendix (Appendix D).licy 45 (2016) 177–194 187
We ﬁrst test for measurement and speciﬁcation issues. Table C.1
covers three key tests (the others are available in the online
appendix). Column 1 reﬁts the main result for the collaboration
dummy. Column 2 removes all patents where inventors and appli-
cants are probabilistically matched (see Section 4.2). The betas
change slightly but the overall pattern of results remains the same.
This suggests that the patent assignment process does not affect
our results.
Column 3 introduces a scaled organisational proximity measure.
Proximity is assigned greater weight for single applicant patents
than for co-assigned patents. The coefﬁcient is positive and sig-
niﬁcant, conﬁrming our intuition that there is a stronger link to
co-patenting in the former cases than when other applicants are
involved, even if both members of the pair work for the same orga-
nisation.
Column 4 includes a dummy  for applicant spatial proximity, tak-
ing the value 1 if applicants share the same TTWA. We  ﬁt this in
order to try and disentangle individual and applicant location issues
(as explored in Lychagin et al. (2010) among others). This variable
is fuzzy by construction, since it can only be directly observed for
actual pairs on co-assigned patents, a selected sub-sample: for pos-
sible pairs, applicant information is taken from any other patent and
may  not correspond to an inventor’s ‘real’ applicant in any given
year. As such it may be a case of ‘bad control’ (Angrist and Pischke,
2009) and needs to be taken with some caution. Here, the coefﬁ-
cient is positive signiﬁcant, and the beta for geographic proximity
drops slightly. Taken at face value, this implies that while work-
ing for the same organisation is the principle link to co-patenting,
working in co-located applicants also has a smaller, independent
connection.
In other tests (shown in the online appendix, Table OA1), we
reﬁt the collaboration dummy  model with alternative measures
for geographic proximity (a linear distance threshold and a TTWA
dummy  for inventors in a pair) and cultural/ethnic proximity (same
ONS ethnic group, same geographical origin, same major language).
The overall pattern of the results does not change from the main
speciﬁcation. We also run all of these tests for the count model,
with little or no change from our main estimates. Further checks
explore the role of inventor team size, and suggest that while size
is a relevant characteristic of co-patenting teams, it does not ‘knock
out’ proximities (Table OA2).
Table C.2 repeats these checks for multiple patent inventors,
and adds some further tests. As with the pooled sample, rescaling
organisational proximity suggests that organisational proximity is
strongest when patents have single applicants (Column 2). Col-
umn  3 ﬁts an alternative social proximity measure, rescaled as
an ordinal variable; Column 4 reﬁts cognitive proximity using
larger IPC3 technology ﬁelds instead of IPC6. Neither changes our
main results. Column 5 ﬁts applicant spatial proximity, with sim-
ilar results to the pooled sample. Column 6 removes co-assigned
patents, also with little change. As before, we also reﬁt geographic
and cultural–ethnic proximities (Table OA3). Specifying the latter
as ‘same major language’ generates a marginally signiﬁcant positive
coefﬁcient: this is weak evidence that linguistic ties may mat-
ter for repeat collaborators in a way  that broader cultural–ethnic
groupings do not. Other re-speciﬁcations do not change our main
estimates. Results for collaboration counts are also available online
(Table OA4).
A second set of concerns centres on estimation issues. We
begin by shifting from robust standard errors to errors clustered
on inventor pairs: results are identical (Table OA5). Next, we
tighten the ﬁxed effect speciﬁcation to include IPC6 technology
ﬁeld-by-year ﬁxed effects, allowing shocks to vary over time and
technology space simultaneously (Table C.3). Compared to Column
1, the main speciﬁcation in Column 2, geographic proximity, is now
close to zero and non-signiﬁcant. Estimates for other proximities
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arely change. These results suggest that geographic proximity
ay  be sensitive to ﬁxed effects speciﬁcations: however, model
t substantially decreases, implying a potentially sub-optimal
peciﬁcation.
Table C.4 compares linear and non-linear estimators for the
ounts model. As discussed in Section 4, we contrast the linear esti-
ator with a negative binomial speciﬁcation, using an observables
odel without full ﬁxed effects. As all unobserved factors are omit-
ed, the test simply illustrates different functional forms. Column
 gives the linear model, Column 2 the raw coefﬁcients from the
egative binomial, and Column 3 the marginal effects. The latter
hows that with a non-linear estimator, geographic proximity is
ositive but only marginally signiﬁcant, compared to zero in the
inear model. Coefﬁcients for other proximities keep the same sign
nd signiﬁcance. This implies that the choice of a linear estimator
oes not bias our results.
Finally, there is the concern that our results derive from a partic-
lar sub-sample of patents and inventors. Since sampling patents
nd inventors is the basis of our empirical strategy, it is impor-
ant to test this. To do so, we rebuild the main panel ﬁve times
sing different samples of patents. We  then re-run the collabora-
ion dummy  model on each panel in sequence; while coefﬁcient
izes vary slightly, the sign and signiﬁcance of the PROX vari-
bles remain unchanged (Table OA6), indicating that our results
re robust to sample choice.
. Conclusions
Innovation has become an increasingly collaborative activity in
ecent years. Inventors cooperate more than ever in the inven-
ion process, but our knowledge of the factors that determine the
ormation of inventor teams is still incomplete.
This paper has looked at the characteristics of co-patenting
eams in order to explore the incidence of different proximities.
sing a rich microdata set, we have been able to focus on indi-
idual inventors across the full range of technology ﬁelds and
n different time periods, examining geographic, cultural/ethnic,
rganisational, social, and cognitive factors, individually and in
ombination. In doing so, we address empirically a number of issues
hich have generally been considered from a more theoretical per-
pective in the literature.
Our results – which control for ﬁxed effects and are robust to
ultiple cross-checks – contain a number of important ﬁndings
hich in part challenge the existing literature and policy consensus
n the importance of spatial clustering for knowledge exchange and
nnovation.
The analysis of the features of UK patenting teams shows
hat a signiﬁcant part of innovation activities are characterised
y organisational proximity. That is, they take place within the
oundaries of private ﬁrms (that account for the largest share of
ll applicants), universities and other organisations. Sharing the
ame applicant captures the simultaneous importance of hyper-
eographical proximity (inventors in the same organisation are
ikely to be co-localised in the same premises) and organisa-
ional proximity. Second, the results show that ethnic and cultural
iversity are also important features of inventing teams and that
ocial networks represent the building blocks for collaboration.
hird, geographic proximity enters the picture only indirectly: it
nteracts with other proximities increasing their association with
ollaborative work. Inventors seem to rely on geographical prox-
mity to form their teams when it is coupled with other forms of
advantage’.Overall, the results highlight important differences between
he proximity relationships linking UK inventors over a long time
pan. However, it has to be borne in mind that our results suffer
rom some limitations. First, without exogenous variations in thelicy 45 (2016) 177–194
observed proximities, selection effects cannot be controlled for, and
results have to be interpreted as associations. Second patent data
can only capture collaborations that lead to a patented output. We
do not observe unproductive collaborations (or not-yet-productive
ones). Third, we  cannot capture collaborations that lead to non-
patentable output – for example in the form of process innovation
or innovation in services (an important part of UK innovation activ-
ity as highlighted in Crescenzi et al., 2015). Finally, the reliance on
patent data might lead to an over-estimation of the importance of
organisational proximity. The tendency of inventors to share the
same applicant inevitably reﬂects fundamental incentives about
disclosure versus secrecy in R&D projects.
Having acknowledged these limitations, our results make inno-
vative contributions to the existing literature on innovation and
its drivers on several fronts. First, the analysis of innovation and
its geography cannot be restricted to the study of spatial rela-
tionships between innovation agents: organisational structures
and ﬁrms’ boundaries play a key role – often underestimated in
the existing literature – in shaping innovative collaborations and
knowledge diffusion. Second, when inventors search for collabo-
rators outside the boundaries of their organisations, ethnic ties or
cognitive proximity are not necessarily the preferred search chan-
nel. Contrary to what part of the existing literature suggests (e.g.
Docquier and Rapoport, 2012 on cultural/ethnic proximity in the US
or Kogler et al., 2013; Rigby, 2013 on cognitive proximity), ‘uncon-
strained’ social networks that allow for diversity to emerge and
avoid cognitive lock-in are prevalent in UK patenting teams. Third,
the innovative approach of this paper – combining for the ﬁrst time
a large set of different proximities in the same inventor-level analy-
sis – has uncovered hitherto unobserved synergies and substitution
effects between various proximities. The focus of the existing lit-
erature on speciﬁc spatial units of analysis (e.g. cities) or on more
limited sub-sets of proximities has often neglected the underlying
complexity of the phenomena under analysis.
The three-fold innovative contribution of our paper has
important implications for both academic research and practical
policy-making.
In terms of future research our analysis, rather than closing
doors, opens up a number of other avenues. Our results for cogni-
tive proximity would need follow-up work testing out alternative
speciﬁcations of technological closeness. We  have also chosen
deliberately simple social proximity measures. Further work could
use more complex social proximity metrics, or focus on hub inven-
tors’ ego-networks rather than inventor pairs. Finally, given the
scope of the paper, we have been unable to delve into other
interesting aspects, such as age or gender differences, which intu-
ition suggests may  be important inﬂuences on what inventors do.
While the paper provides useful and novel answers to the ques-
tion of what are the relational and spatial features of collaborations
among inventors, many other questions remain to be answered. We
believe we have opened an important gate, however further anal-
ysis is needed in order to improve our understanding about the
reasons why inventors talk to each other.
The results of our analysis (as well as further reﬂections and
work in this ﬁeld of research) are particularly important in order
to inform innovation policies in the United Kingdom and in
Europe more generally. Policy-makers have been attracted for a
long time by the concept of innovation clusters and have allo-
cated substantial public resources to their support and promotion.
The rationale behind these policies has been provided by the
assumption that geographical clustering would per se support
knowledge exchange and innovation. Further analysis on the com-
plementarities between geographical proximity and other forms of
proximities is crucial in this regard. An emerging body of evidence
seems to increasingly point in the direction of an ancillary role being
played by spatial clustering: if other proximity conditions are not
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imultaneously in place, spatial clustering may  – as our research
oints out – be of limited utility to innovation. At the same time
he search for knowledge and competences outside the organisa-
ional boundaries of ﬁrms, research centres and universities might
ollow highly complex (and evolving) patterns hard to anticipate
y policy-makers and difﬁcult to generalise and target by dedicated
olicy tools. Policies supporting the formation of networks and col-
aborations within pre-selected technological ﬁelds or groups of
ountries/regions might work against the ‘unconstrained’ networks
n which innovative agents instead need to rely on. In this context,
olicy efforts would be better targeted towards the minimisation
f information asymmetries and the support of innovation agents’
apabilities to scan external opportunities and identify the most
uitable partnerships/collaborations.
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Dependent variables
DCoinvent Dummy  variable for inventor pairs, coded as 1
if  not.
#Coinvent Continuous variable for inventor pairs, recordi
year.
Independent variables
Geographic proximity Inverse linear distance in km between Travel t
by  each inventor in a pair, based on inventor a
value 1.
Organisational proximity Dummy  taking the value 1 if pair belong to the
Cultural/ethnic proximity Dummy  for inventor pairs, set as 1 if both are i
‘cultural–ethnic–linguistic’ (CEL) subgroup, 0 i
coding is based on inventor name information
Cognitive proximity Dummy  for multiple patent inventor pairs, set
the same 6-digit IPC technology ﬁeld, 0 if not.
Social proximity Inverse social distance between inventors in a
deﬁned as the number of steps between pair m
0  (collaboration) to minus inﬁnity (no connectlicy 45 (2016) 177–194 189
Appendix A.
A.1. The ONOMAP name classiﬁcation system
We use the ONOMAP name classiﬁcation system to gener-
ate ethnicity information for individual inventors. Naming relates
to cultural, ethnic, linguistic features of individuals, families and
communities, and is highly persistent over time even after substan-
tial population mobility (Mateos et al., 2011). ONOMAP classiﬁes
individuals according to most likely cultural, ethnic and lin-
guistic characteristics, identiﬁed from forenames, surnames and
forename-surname combinations. The reference population is
500,000 forenames and one million surnames, drawing on elec-
toral registers and telephone directories for the UK and 27 other
countries. ONOMAP classiﬁes inventor names via an algorithm
that uses surname, forename and surname-forename combina-
tions, exploiting name-network clustering between surname and
forename pairings (Mateos, 2007). In most cases both name ele-
ments share the same ‘type’; in other cases the most likely type
is assigned, based on frequencies in the reference population. The
ﬁnal classiﬁcation comprises 185 ‘cultural–ethnic–linguistic’ (CEL)
types, and larger 67 subgroups. ONOMAP also provides informa-
tion on CEL components such as geographical origin and major
language, as well as the nine ‘macro-ethnic’ groups developed by
the UK Ofﬁce of National Statistics.13
ONOMAP has been extensively tested on individual datasets
where ethnicity is known, typically matching over 95% of names
and giving very low measurement error (Lakha et al., 2011; Petersen
et al., 2011). ONOMAP usefully provides information at several lev-
els of detail and across several dimensions of identity. It is also
able to deal with Anglicisation of names, and names with multi-
ple origins, giving it additional granularity and validity. Conversely,
ONOMAP is unable to observe immigrants, and should be inter-
preted as assigning most likely cultural identity. However, unlike
the MELISSA commercial database used by Kerr (2008), which only
identiﬁes high-level ethnicities, ONOMAP provides much more
detail and dimensionality. ONOMAP also matches 99% of inventor
names (compared with Kerr’s 92–98% success rates).14
A.2. List of variables
Source
 if pair patent together in a given year, 0 KITES-PATSTAT
ng the count of collaborations in a given KITES-PATSTAT
o Work Area (TTWA) centroids occupied
ddress. Normalised to take maximum
KITES-PATSTAT, UK Ofﬁce of
National Statistics
 same applicant, 0 if not. KITES-PATSTAT
n the same ONOMAP
f not, blank if unknown. ONOMAP
KITES-PATSTAT, ONOMAP
 as 1 if both have previously patented in KITES-PATSTAT pair. For a given year, social distance is
embers in the previous ﬁve years, from
ion).
KITES-PATSTAT, University of
Greenwich
13 The full set of ONS 1991 groups is White, Black Caribbean, Black African, Indian,
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese and Other. The full set of twelve geographical origin
zones is Africa, Americas, British Isles, Central Asia, Central Europe, East Asia, Eastern
Europe, Middle East, Northern Europe, South Asia, Southern Europe and Rest of the
World. See Nathan (2014) for the full classiﬁcation of 67 CEL subgroups.
14 We remove all conﬂict cases from the sample.
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Variable name Deﬁnition Source
Control variables
IND Vector of individual characteristics controls for each inventor in a pair:
1.  Dummy taking the value 1 if inventor is active in the pre-sample period 1978–1991,
0  if not;
2. Inventor’s average patenting in the pre-sample period 1978–1991, zeroed if
inventor is inactive pre-sample;
3. Dummies for inventor’s type of patenting activity in pre-sample period: (i) always
solo, (ii) always co-inventing, (iii) mix  solo and co-inventing, (iv) inactive. Inactive is
set  as the reference category.
KITES-PATSTAT
INST  Vector of institutional characteristics controls for each inventor in a pair:
1. Dummies for type of inventor’s applicant type, coded as (i) business/private
research lab, (ii) university/public research lab; (iii) foundation/NGO/consortium; (iv)
individual. Unknown is the reference category.
KITES-PATSTAT
ENV Vector of macro/area characteristics controls for each inventor in a pair:
1.  Year dummies;
2. Grouping variable for 6-digit IPC technology ﬁelds, zeroed for potential pairs;
3.  TTWA dummies.
KITES-PATSTAT
Italics denotes used in robustness checks only. Controls are used in observables model only.
Appendix B. Summary statistics and correlation matrices
Tables B.1–B.4
Table B.1
Patents by applicant types.
Variable Obs Mean Std dev Min Max
Applicant is individual (inventor) 116,325 0.0663 0.248 0 1
Applicant is business or private research centre 116,325 0.555 0.490 0 1
Applicant is university or public research centre 116,325 0.0396 0.193 0 1
Applicant is foundation or NGO or consortium or other 116,325 0.00289 0.0533 0 1
S
T
SNo  applicant info mapped 116,325 
ource: Own elaboration using KITES-PATSTAT.
able B.2
ummary statistics and correlation matrix: full sample.
Variable Obs 
Dcoinvent 190,313 
#coinvent 190,313 
Team  size, for ij pairs part of a team 190,313 
Geographic proximity (linear distance) 190,313 
Geographic proximity (200 km)  190,313 
Geographic proximity (TTWA) 190,313 
Organisational proximity 190,313 
Organisational proximity (scaled) 186,407 
Cultural/ethnic proximity 190,313 
Cultural/ethnic proximity (geographic origin) 190,313 
Cultural/ethnic proximity (ONS) 190,313 
Cultural/ethnic proximity (same language) 190,313 
Applicants share local area dummy  176,774 
Variable Geo
prox
(TTWA)
Geo prox
(linear)
Geo prox
(200 km)
Cultural/
ethnic
proximity
Cultural/
ethnic pr
(geo)
Geographic proximity
(TTWA)
1.000
Geographic proximity
(linear distance)
0.999*** 1.000
Geographic proximity
(200 km)
0.574*** 0.599*** 1.000
Cultural/ethnic
proximity
0.123*** 0.133*** 0.294*** 1.0000.304 0.452 0 1
Mean Std dev Min Max
0.0201 0.140 0 1
0.0244 0.285 0 32
0.0730 0.631 0 12
0.0636 0.233 0 1
0.232 0.332 0 1
0.0583 0.234 0 1
0.0631 0.243 0 1
0.127 0.487 0 2
0.294 0.455 0 1
0.459 0.498 0 1
0.545 0.498 0 1
0.442 0.497 0 1
0.0572 0.232 0 1
ox
Cultural/
ethnic prox
(ONS)
Cultural/
ethnic prox
(lang)
Organisational
proximity
Organisational
prox (scaled)
Applicants
share local
area
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Table  B.2 (Continued )
Variable Geo
prox
(TTWA)
Geo prox
(linear)
Geo prox
(200 km)
Cultural/
ethnic
proximity
Cultural/
ethnic prox
(geo)
Cultural/
ethnic prox
(ONS)
Cultural/
ethnic prox
(lang)
Organisational
proximity
Organisational
prox (scaled)
Applicants
share local
area
Cultural/ethnic
proximity
(geographic)
0.141*** 0.154*** 0.372*** 0.700*** 1.000
Cultural/ethnic
proximity (ONS)
0.165*** 0.180*** 0.444*** 0.589*** 0.840*** 1.000
Cultural/ethnic
proximity (same
language)
0.136*** 0.148*** 0.357*** 0.724*** 0.966*** 0.813*** 1.000
Organisational
proximity
0.440*** 0.441*** 0.270*** 0.052*** 0.046*** 0.036*** 0.045*** 1.000
Organisational
proximity (scaled)
0.442*** 0.443*** 0.272*** 0.053*** 0.048*** 0.038*** 0.046*** 0.997*** 1.000
Applicants share local
area dummy
0.370*** 0.372*** 0.276*** 0.097*** 0.112*** 0.113*** 0.107*** 0.386*** 0.391*** 1.000
Source: Own  elaboration using KITES-PATSTAT.
* p < 0.1.
**  p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.
Table B.3
Summary statistics: multiple patent inventors.
Variable Obs Mean Std dev Min  Max
Dcoinvent 40,638 0.00426 0.0651 0 1
#coinvent 40,638 0.0141 0.349 0 24
Team  size, for ij pairs part of a team 40,638 0.0102 0.189 0 5
Geographic proximity (linear distance) 40,638 0.0677 0.235 0 1
Geographic proximity (200 km) 40,638 0.317 0.329 0 1
Geographic proximity (TTWA) 40,638 0.0597 0.237 0 1
Organisational proximity 40,638 0.0401 0.196 0 1
Organisational proximity (scaled) 38,401 0.0849 0.403 0 2
Cultural/ethnic proximity 40,638 0.494 0.500 0 1
Cultural/ethnic proximity (geography) 40,638 0.735 0.441 0 1
Cultural/ethnic proximity (ONS) 40,638 0.841 0.366 0 1
Cultural/ethnic proximity (same language) 40,638 0.703 0.457 0 1
Social  proximity 40,638 0.005 0.068 0 1
Social  proximity (scaled) 40,638 1.011 0.139 1 3
Cognitive proximity 40,638 0.00779 0.0879 0 1
Cognitive proximity (3-digit IPC) 40,638 0.00763 0.0870 0 1
Applicants share local area dummy  38,699 0.0652 0.247 0 1
Source: Own  elaboration using KITES-PATSTAT.
Table B.4
Correlation matrix: multiple patent inventors.
Variable  Geo  prox
(TTWA)
Geo prox
(linear)
Geo prox
(200 km)
Cultural
proximity
Cultural
prox  (geo)
Cultural
prox  (ONS)
Cultural
prox  (lang)
Org
proximity
Org  prox
(scaled)
Social
proximity
Social
proximity
(scaled)
Cognitive
proximity
Cogn  prox
(3-digit  IPC)
Applicants
share local
area
Geographic  proximity
(TTWA)
1.000
Geographic  proximity
(linear  distance)
1.000*** 1.000
Geographic  proximity
(200  km)
0.523*** 0.546*** 1.000
Cultural/ethnic
proximity
0.017*** 0.020*** 0.057*** 1.000
Cultural/ethnic
proximity
(geographic)
0.029*** 0.031*** 0.032*** 0.594*** 1.000
Cultural/ethnic
proximity (ONS)
0.045*** 0.048*** 0.068*** 0.431*** 0.719*** 1.000
Cultural/ethnic
proximity (same
language)
0.030*** 0.031*** 0.036*** 0.643*** 0.924*** 0.668*** 1.000
Organisational proximity  0.445*** 0.448*** 0.296*** 0.024*** 0.048*** 0.027*** 0.052*** 1.000
Organisational proximity
(scaled)
0.454*** 0.457*** 0.303*** 0.024*** 0.050*** 0.029*** 0.053*** 0.999*** 1.000
Social proximity  0.114*** 0.113*** 0.072*** 0.004  0.014*** 0.006  0.014*** 0.174*** 0.173*** 1.000
Social proximity  (scaled) 0.118*** 0.117*** 0.075*** 0.005  0.015*** 0.006  0.015*** 0.178*** 0.178*** 0.992*** 1.000
Cognitive proximity  0.020*** 0.020*** 0.014*** 0.002  0.031*** 0.018*** 0.035*** 0.052*** 0.052*** 0.081*** 0.078*** 1.000
Cognitive proximity
(3-digit  IPC)
0.016*** 0.016*** 0.011** 0.003  0.030*** 0.018*** 0.034*** 0.043*** 0.043*** 0.054*** 0.052*** 0.989*** 1.000
Applicants share  local
area  dummy
0.321*** 0.323*** 0.226*** 0.065*** 0.053*** 0.043*** 0.056*** 0.369*** 0.380*** 0.102*** 0.107*** 0.036*** 0.028*** 1.000
Source: Own  elaboration using KITES-PATSTAT.
* p < 0.1.
**  p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.
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Appendix C. Selected robustness checks
Tables C.1–C.4
Table C.1
Robustness checks: omitted variables, full sample, coinvention dummy.
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Geographical proximity −0.0320*** −0.0339*** −0.0299*** −0.0383***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Cultural/ethnic  proximity −0.0158*** −0.0145*** −0.0157*** −0.0163***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Organisational  proximity 0.120*** 0.118*** 0.123***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Organisational  proximity (scaled) 0.0564***
(0.001)
Applicants  share local area 0.00671***
(0.001)
Observations  190,313 189,834 186,407 172,941
F  27.508 27.160 27.215 25.484
R2 0.662 0.660 0.661 0.666
All models use time dummies and spells ﬁxed effects for i,j. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
*  p < 0.1.
** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.
Table C.2
Robustness checks: omitted variables, multiple patenting inventors sample, coinvention dummy.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Geographical proximity 0.00383*** 0.00533*** 0.00387*** 0.00382*** 0.00297*** 0.00383***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Cultural/ethnic  proximity −0.000420 −0.000384 −0.000432 −0.000431 −0.000349 −0.000274
(0.001)  (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Organisational  proximity 0.0215*** 0.0214*** 0.0215*** 0.0180*** 0.0207***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Organisational  proximity (scaled) 0.0110***
(0.001)
Social  proximity 0.0625*** 0.0626*** 0.0625*** 0.0533*** 0.0554***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)
Social  proximity (three categories) 0.0290***
(0.001)
Cognitive  proximity −0.00498*** −0.00498*** −0.00474** −0.00582*** −0.00338*
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Cognitive  proximity (3-digit IPC) −0.00898***
(0.002)
Applicants  share local area 0.00716***
(0.001)
Observations  40,638 38,329 40,638 40,638 36,345 40,624
F  28.266 27.419 28.207 28.281 25.831 28.174
R2 0.824 0.821 0.824 0.824 0.826 0.824
All models use time dummies and spells ﬁxed effects for i,j. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
* p < 0.1.
** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.
Table C.3
Robustness checks: technology ﬁeld*year controls.
Coinvention dummy (1) (2)
Geographic proximity −0.0321*** 0.00234
(0.001) (0.001)
Cultural/ethnic  proximity −0.0158*** −0.00494***
(0.001) (0.001)
Organisational  proximity 0.120*** 0.306***
(0.001) (0.001)
Observations  190,313 190,313
F  27.593 8.394
R2 0.663 0.404
All models use time dummies and spells ﬁxed effects for i,j. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
*  p < 0.1.
** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.
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Table  C.4
Robustness checks: non-linear estimator, reduced form model.
Coinvention counts (1) (2) (3)
Geographic proximity 0.000539 0.490** 0.0166*
(0.007) (0.191) (0.009)
Cultural/ethnic proximity −0.00964*** −0.352*** −0.0119***
(0.001) (0.066) (0.003)
Organisational proximity 0.0996*** 3.215*** 0.109***
(0.014) (0.366) (0.010)
Observations 117,456 117,456 117,456
F-Statistic 22.622
R2 0.169
Log-likelihood −20280.048 −6766.321
2 257127.194
All models use time dummies. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Reduced form model with observables vectors, not spells ﬁxed effects.
Column 1 gives OLS results. Column 2 gives negative binomial results. Column 3 gives average marginal effects for the negative binomial.
*
A
i
0
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
Cp < 0.1.
** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.
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